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ABSTRACT

The Applied Physics Laboratory has developed special ground station equipment for
NASA that recovers the video radar returns and timing reference signals from the
SEASAT-A spacecraft synthetic aperture radar (SAR), digitizes the video data, and
combines video and engineering data into a format compatible with a high-speed digital
tape recorder. This paper describes the design and implementation of the SAR data
formatter, which performs the video digitizing and data formatting functions for tape
recording, and the formatter control unit, which uses stored commands from the station
control center to direct operation of a special downlink demodulator during satellite
passes.

INTRODUCTION

The SEASAT-A spacecraft contains an experimental synthetic aperture radar developed by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of Technology. The SAR is
designed to provide all-weather imaging of land and sea surfaces, day and night, with a
resolution of 25 meters. Because of the high data rate of the SAR instrument and the
bandwidth limitation of a standard NASA S-band telemetry channel, the Applied Physics
Laboratory proposed that a wideband analog data link be used for transmitting, receiving,
and demodulating the radar return and timing signals from the SAR. APL was
subsequently directed to design and build the required spacecraft and ground portions of
the SAR data link. Later, APL was directed to develop additional special ground
equipment to digitize the recovered offset video return and to format this video data with
engineering data for a high-speed digital tape recorder. Other equipment was required to
furnish remote control of certain parameters in the link demodulator by the network control
center. Following a brief description of the SAR system, the remainder of this paper
discusses the design and implementation of the digitizing, formatting, and control portions
of the SAR-unique ground equipment.



SAR SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The SAR system (1) is shown functionally in Fig. 1. It is comprised of the following
subsystems:

1. The SAR sensor subsystem, consisting of the SAR transmitter, receiver, and antenna.

2. The data link, consisting of a spaceborne modulator/transmitter and a ground-based
receiver and demodulator.

3. The SAR data formatting and recording subsystem, which digitizes and records the
output of the data link, and which includes the control link from the station command
system.

4. The SAR data processing subsystem, which processes the data and produces target
images.

5. The SAR simulator subsystem, which provides simulated test signals at RF, IF, and
video frequencies to the ground-based equipment; this subsystem is also able to
regenerate SAR analog video from the formatter or recorder and reconstruct the RF
signals (2).

The system is completely coherent; all RF, modulation, and sampling signals are derived
from the stable local oscillator (STALO) within the transmitter. The demodulator portion
of the data link (3) demultiplexes the composite RF spectrum, decodes the PRF, and
reconstitutes the coherent echo, PRF, and sample clock signals required by the data
formatter. The actual target echo occupies slightly less than half of the interpulse period
(Fig. 2), but its position within the period is a variable that depends on orbit altitude and
PRF rate. A delayed coherent trigger pulse generated by the demodulator is used to time
the start of digitization at the beginning of the return of interest.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The SAR data formatter is required to digitize offset video radar returns (with a bandwidth
of 1 to 21 MHz) that are supplied by the link demodulator. Five-bit digital samples are
generated at a 45.53-MHz rate determined by a demodulator sample clock derived from
downlink signals. Sampling of the radar return is to begin unambiguously each PRF at a
time determined by a delayed coherent trigger pulse also supplied by the demodulator. The
formatter is further required to receive and format overhead status and time data from
various sources, and to combine this engineering data with the digitized video samples into
a continuous serial data stream, with a maximum rate of 117.5 MHz, compatible with a



high-data-rate digital tape recorder. A requirement for lower output data rates with reduced
resolution is accomplished by using video sample sizes of less than 5 bits. Since the input
and output data rates are different, the formatter contains a buffer memory capable of
storing all digitized video samples from a single radar PRF. The data formatter is also
capable of receiving simulated video, sample clock, and coherent trigger inputs from the
SAR simulator, and of supplying output data to the simulator for test and evaluation.

The formatter control unit is required to automatically control the PRF rate and coherent
trigger delay time in the link demodulator during satellite passes, so that the ground
receiving equipment will be configured to be compatible with the satellite system. In order
to accomplish this function, the control unit must accept and store a pre-pass list of
commands from the station control center. Each command includes a time tag that is used
to execute that command at the proper time; the control unit compares this time
information in each command to GMT data that it receives from the station clock system.
The control unit also supplies GMT and the coherent trigger-delay code to the formatter to
be included in its engineering data. All DC power for the formatter unit is provided by
power supplies in the control unit.

DATA FORMATTER

Figure 3 is a simplified block diagram of the data formatter. The only analog circuits are
the video-input-select circuits, amplifiers, and analog/digital converter; all remaining
circuitry consists of almost 500 digital integrated circuits, one-third of which are high-
speed ECL (emitter-coupled logic) circuits used at frequencies up to 117.5 MHz. For
purposes of discussion, the formatter will be divided into three basic areas: input signal
conditioning and timing, data memory buffer and memory control, and output timing and
data formatting.

Input Circuits

Offset video signals from either the link demodulator or the SAR simulator are routed
through an RF switch to a linear amplifier section. These circuits provide two different
gain paths (depending on downlink power level) and normalization of video level for the
A/D converter input dynamic range. The sample clock and coherent trigger from the
selected source are also routed to the formatter input timing circuits. Source selection and
gain choice are determined by front panel switch settings. The A/D converter digitizes the
input video signal at the sample clock rate of 45.53 MHz. Since the converter produces an
output 5-bit binary code (corresponding to a resolution of 32 voltage levels), the input data
rate is

45.53 MHz x 5 - 228 megabits per second



The converter generates an end-of-conversion pulse that is aligned with its output data
samples and coherent with the sample clock; this signal is used as the basic clock for input
timing in the formatter. A special coherent trigger reclock circuit is used to insure that
video data is unambiguously sampled and stored in the formatter memory from one PRF to
another. This circuit has digital division ratios that match those in the demodulator clock
circuits, so that once PRF lock is achieved and the first coherent trigger is received, any
variation in subsequent trigger timing will not cause undesired timing jumps in the
formatter.

Memory Buffer Circuits

The PRF memory buffer portion absorbs data from the A/D converter at one rate and
furnishes this data to the high-speed tape recorder at another rate. Since the high-density
memory storage circuits used are not able to handle the 45-MHz data rate, demultiplexing
is used to achieve a 16:1 reduction in speed. The memory-write buffer circuits contain
serial-to-parallel registers and temporary storage latches to accomplish this function,
producing 80 memory input lines from the original 5-bit parallel samples. The formatter
stores 13,680 data samples each PRF at the 45-MHz sample clock rate; this constitutes a
radar return sampling window of approximately 300 µs. A total of 855 memory locations
are required to store the 13,680 demultiplexed samples. The total formatter memory is
actually an 80-line by 1024-bit memory (80-kilobit capacity). The memory-read buffers
perform an opposite function to the write buffers; data extracted from the memory at a low
rate are multiplexed to provide a higher data rate to formatter output circuits. Output
timing signals are derived from internal formatter clock circuits, and are unrelated to the
input sample clock timing.

The design of the memory address and control timing is dictated by several system
constraints: (1) video samples are taken and written into memory for about half of the
interpulse period; (2) data are read out of memory at about half the input rate, requiring
almost the entire interpulse period; (3) write and read timing are asynchronously related. A
priority interrupt system is used to meet these timing requirements. Memory writing has
priority since input samples must be stored as they are taken and demultiplexed. Once
input write cycles start, read interrupts are permitted to function between write interrupts.
After the sampling interval is over, read interrupts alone continue until all data are read
out. Separate write and read memory address counters are alternately multiplexed to the
memory circuits depending on the type of interrupt being serviced.

Output Circuits

Timing signals for memory-read operations and output formatting functions begin with the
generation of stable clock frequencies by crystal oscillators in the formatter. Stable clocks



are required by input circuits in the high-speed tape recorder. Three separate oscillators
provide the five basic clock frequencies needed for readout at the different video sample
size choices (5-, 4-, 3-, 2-, or 1-bit/sample resolution). Since the 13,680 PRF samples may
be read out at slower rates for smaller sample sizes, serial data recording rates vary from
117.5 MHz for 5-bit samples to 23.5 MHz for 1-bit samples.

All formatter output data for a single radar PRF is organized as one “major frame” for
recording purposes. Each major frame consists of an integer number of “minor frames,”
each of which includes a “housekeeping” portion of 40 bits and a video sample data
portion of 1140 bits. Housekeeping data includes a minor frame synchronization word, a
minor frame identifying number, and increments of GMT and status information to be
recorded. Most of these data are first organized in a housekeeping multiplexer each major
frame and then multiplexed with video data as the output data stream is constructed.
Housekeeping data consisting of 4-bit bytes and video sample data consisting of 5-, 4-, 3-,
2-, or 1-bit bytes are loaded into an output register and shifted out serially. Since data
readout from memory takes slightly less than a full major frame, a 31-bit pseudorandom
code pattern is generated by the formatter to “fill” the remaining minor frames. The
number of fill frames depends on the selected sample size and the PRF rate; the presence
of fill data is indicated by a fill flag in housekeeping. When a new coherent trigger initiates
data sampling again, the last minor frame in progress is completed before the new major
frame begins. A pictorial summary of the formatter input/output timing, major/minor frame
relationship, housekeeping/video data composition, and the fill function is provided in
Fig. 4.

CONTROL UNIT

Figure 5 is a functional block diagram of the control unit. The unit is all digital using
CMOS memory integrated circuits while the remaining circuitry is primarily low power
Schottky TTL (transistor-transistor logic). The control unit uses fixed wire control logic to
perform the required functions. It is basically an interrupt driven system that stores a block
of time-sequenced commands provided by the station control center prior to a satellite
pass. The format for each frame of the command block is shown in Fig. 6. During
operation, the time tag for the individual command is compared against the station GMT
and must agree for the command to be executed. For the purpose of discussion, the control
unit can be divided into four basic areas: the station GMT input signal conditioning and
processing, command loading, control logic, and output timing.

GMT Signals

The station time is received as a parallel binary code of 36 bits, 9 representing the binary
day-of-year code and 27 representing the time-of-day in binary milliseconds. An inhibit



pulse is also received and is used to blank out transients during the millisecond time
update. This time is stored in a parallel-to-serial shift register at the end of the inhibit pulse
and is supplied in serial form at a 1 Mb/s rate along with the 1-MHz clock signal to the
formatter, where it is included as part of the housekeeping data. Simultaneously, the serial
binary data is fed to a serial binary-to-BCD converter where it is converted to be
compatible with the time tag included in each command frame. Also, a time gate is
generated during the shifting (output) process that is used to enable the formatter to receive
time and within the control unit to initiate the time comparison.

Command Loading

There are two possible means of loading commands in the control unit: remotely via the
GSFC Spacecraft Command Encoder (SCE) and by the front-panel controls provided on
the unit.

The command list is prepared prior to a satellite pass and is used to automatically control
the SEASAT SAR demodulator located at the STDN (Spaceflight Tracking and Data
Network) stations prior to and during the SAR passes. Prior to a SAR pass all SAR pulse
repetition frequency and sensitivity time control (STC) commands to be executed by
SEASAT are identified by GSFC and the STDN station is directed to configure the STDN
SAR equipment to be compatible with the satellite at AOS (acquisition of signal). During a
pass, if the satellite executes an onboard command to change the PRF or STC delay
settings, the ground STDN equipment is simultaneously reconfigured to be compatible
with the satellite. The data flow for this operation is as follows:

1. The pass sequence is generated using long-range predictions by the Mission Planning
System at JPL for a selected SAR station pass.

2. This sequence is sent to GSFC and is translated into SEASAT command loads.

3. The SEASAT command load is then formatted into NASCOM blocks and sent to the
STDN station prior to the pass. Also, the PRF and STC commands are identified and
translated into the time-ordered format for the control unit. The time for each control
statement is compensated to the nearest second for the computed offset between the
satellite and GMT. The command statements are formatted into a NASCOM block
and sent to the SAR STDN station during the pre-pass countdown.

4. At the SAR STDN station the command loads and SAR demodulator control
statements are passed to the SCE. The command loads are passed to the satellite
immediately upon receipt and the control statements are forwarded to the control unit
prior to the pass.



5. This process for the control statements can be used to prepare a list of commands that
can be transmitted to the SAR STDN station via teletypewriter and manually loaded
in the control unit by the station operator.

The SAR demodulator control statements are supplied to the control unit by the SCE as a
serial NRZ bit stream with an enable signal and clock pulses at a nominal 2 kb/s rate. The
enable pulse acts as an interrupt to the control unit to accept the command data. This data
is shifted into a 64-bit serial-to-parallel shift register. At the end of 64 bits that constitute a
command frame, the data are checked for parity and to see that the address code contained
in the first 12 bits agrees with the preset code in the control unit. If all are correct, the time
and command data are transferred from the shift register and are stored in the memory
address specified in the data frame. Failure to pass the parity and/or address check will
cause an error indicator to be lit and the command frame to be rejected. If this occurs, the
block of commands must be reloaded by the SCE or the erroneous frame located and
manually loaded by the front panel controls on the unit.

The control unit memory has a capacity for 512 32-bit commands, although a maximum of
64 commands is expected for each satellite pass. At the end of the command load the
operator checks for load error indications and selects the starting address. The unit is then
ready to command the SAR demodulator.

Control Logic

During the control operation, the GMT to the control unit is updated every millisecond.
Initially, at the starting address, the GMT day-of-year is compared to the day-of-year
specified in the command code. When these two compare, a flag is set allowing a time-of-
day comparison to be made. When time-of-day compares, the data are rewritten into that
memory address with one spare bit set to a “1” indicating that that command has been
executed or output to the demodulator. The entire memory is then scanned to determine if
other commands are to be executed at that same time. The scan sequence halts at the
address of the next command in the list. Subsequent time updates cause this data to be
displayed on the front-panel indicator until time is again coincident and the operation is
repeated.

Output Timing

When time equality occurs, the command data from that memory address are stored in an
output register selected by the command designator, whether a PRF or delay command.
This also sets a flag for each command, which is used to start the output sequence. If the
PRF flag is set, the output sequence is delayed until a PRF pulse is received from the
demodulator via the formatter to avoid PRF changes during the PRF pulse. The delay flag



causes the output sequence to start immediately. After a 1-µs delay to allow the output
registers and the data lines to stabilize, a 4-µs pulse is generated to strobe the data into the
demodulator and formatter. The internal flags are reset 1 µs following the strobe pulse and
the unit is ready for another command cycle.

SUMMARY

Special-purpose ground-support equipment has been developed at the Applied Physics
Laboratory for the SEASAT-A SAR experiment (Fig. 7). A high-speed data formatter
digitizes video radar returns from the SAR downlink and formats these data with
engineering information for recording on a high-speed digital tape recorder. A formatter
control unit permits network contol of operating parameters in the link demodulator. This
equipment has been installed in NASA STDN stations in California, Alaska, and Florida;
additional units are installed in England for the European Space Agency (ESA) and in
Newfoundland for the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS). System testing with
other portions of the SAR-unique ground equipment has demonstrated performance within
specifications, and preliminary results from actual spacecraft data indicate that successful
recovery and recording of. SAR image data is being accomplished.
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Fig. 1  SAR System

Fig. 2  SAR Radar Spectrum



Fig. 3  SAR Data Formatter

Fig. 4  Data Formatter Input/Output Format



Fig. 5  SAR Control Unit

Fig. 6  SDF Control Unit Data Format 



Fig. 7  Data Formatter and Control Unit


